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Hardest pokemon trainer battles

Ello!!! Whether it's the hated Whitney or the beloved Cynthia we've all had our butts delivered in some Pokémon battles. I'm not talking about fighting shiny hackers online with their Solid Shedija's, I'm talking about CPUs telling you to be good. For this list, I stick to the main series Pokémon games. As hard as Darkrai was in MD2 it is
completely different from Lance's cheating Dragonites. Also trail Pokémon are out since the odds are deliberately stacked against you. Otherwise, this list would be me ranting about grass and ghost paths. Also, there will be no bordering brains on this list since the majority of fans do not know any of them. This list is my opinion and my
experiences in my playthough and especially Nuzlockes. Without further ado let's begin.10.) MistyHi Starfy!!! WHY ISN'T MISTY NUMBER ONE!!! HAVE YOU SEEN TWITCH PLAYING POKÉMON!? To that I say I did it, they hit her with a Carmeleon. Misty's no joke though. Her signature Pokémon is a Starmie, a physics type, you should
ask that you find a pikachu in Viridian Forest because there is no way Ivysaur can vine whip itself about it. Misty's Pokémon are impressively strong compared to her gym trainers, and she has no problem wiping a new trainer who doesn't know how to get the Bills SS Ann ticket first. I've never lost a Pokémon to Misty in a Nuzlocke, but for
some strange reason I always lose my grass and the electric type of Pokémon right before her gym. To be forced to paint my Raticate to hyper catch my path to victory. In gens 2 and 4, she has an impressive team that would require a Grass and Electric type to non-professional players.9.) CynthiaOk now people will start to get mad at
me. Cynitha is one of the hardest Pokémon Battles to date. But honestly most times I've fought her, she was easy. (There is no way I fight her in my Black 2 Nuzlocke) In my Diamond Nuzlocke, she killed Troy, but honestly that death was half my fault. But there is a breakthrough is Diamond that made Cynthia a god to me. In my Grass
and Bug Mono type race I had to stop with Hail to kill 2 of her Pokémon. I literally used to revive over and over again until Garchomp and Milotoc died. Garchomp can shoot my whole team. Which is surprising since their grass types ... 8.) Cyrus: I know there are gifs of Cyrus, but I actually used to like Miley Cyrus so I would put that name
into a gif search engine ... Cyrus was a big improvement from Hoenn's villains, thinking if Lex Luther couldn't make expanding and reducing the landmass sounds like a good idea, GAMEFREAK certainly can't. Cyrus was actually evil. And his team supported it unless you have an electric type... Cyrus is actually not that hard ... to regular
players. Nuzlockers is a completely different story. On Spear Pillar, you need to correct Mars and Jupiter and back to back. Yes your rival Cedric heals you ... Cerdic? Wait is his name!? And I even though the Unova names were bad... No matter your rival heals you, but I don't know what it's all about Jupiter, she always kills one of my
Pokémon. On Sky Pillar it was Snow White witch was my Ice Type, which would have been super useful against Cyrus 3 flying types. Cyrus took my best Pokémon Zuzu my Croabat with his... Croabat. Hi if dittos is an option it must be okay!!! 7.) FlanneryHere we have the human wifui of gen 3. Flannery is not just a pretty face ... If you
think that face is pretty... Flannel is good in ORAS, but the real fire coming is Emerald. You should get rid of the thought of hitting the sources in Lavaridge with this beautiful hot head because she wants to kill your Pokémon. In my Emerald Nuzlocke Flannery actually swept my team several times. Don't call me a cheat just yet. For some
reason every time Camerupt would use magnatude game would freeze me sitting there with 4 spring of 6 dead Pokémon trying to make me think Meko could actually sing himself to victory. Actually, it was Mekos singing that finally brought me victory. Marstomp kipper would actually kill Camerupt. But even without Camerupt, there's
something that makes Flannery a murderer, Sunny Day Red Herb Overheat. It shot Kipper. Even without Red Herbs extra power I had to stop until Sunny Day ran out to make my move. Stopping is a perfectly good team that doesn't judge me!!! 6.) WhitneyDON't CLICK AWAY!!! I know what you're thinking, poke the demon himself is not
number one on this list!? How!? Everybody knows Whitney's hard. You don't even have to play Gen 2 to know. There are strategy guides just to beat her Miltank!!! Now if you don't have a pro strat to fight her you are probably over leveling just to fight her. Pokémon fans learn from other people's mistakes. Despite the fact that I have had
my share of challenges with Milk Drinking Cow and her Miltank. It has taken my HG Babylocke and my first game of SS it took me 3 times to beat her. Guess the demons never get cold.5.) StevenNo I didn't fight Steven in Emerald, but I'm planning too and he can be put higher on this list when I do, but Steven is on this list because of my
AS Babylocke. I've had two champions almost sweep my team in the Nuzlockes, but they didn't quite knock me out. Two of Steven's Pokémon have a new nickname for me, their called fossil demons. My team couldn't get past these two Pokémon no matter what I did. But to be fair I used first form Pokémon ... 4.) Professor KukuiProfessor
is a hard end to a difficult game to Nuzlocke. Kukui has a Pokémon in particular that is very deadly for Nuzlockers and Casuals alike. Alolan Ninetails is one of the competitive beats we got with Gen 7. And Kukui's is no exception. This Pokémon Swept 3 of my Pokémon. Until I got a lucky shout at her. I have no doubt that I lost if I didn't get
that criterion. In my first breakthrough, Moon is I actually lost to the professor. I guess his prefect pecs is just to distract.3.) Blue/GreenSmell you later. Okay I'm talking about gen 1 Blue because gen 1 is broken!!! You thought Sabrinas Alakazam was hard to think again. My Yellow Nuzlocke almost needed soulful because of Blue's
Alakazam I seriously I seriously swept literally every other Pokémon in Elite 4, it. Out no one there Alakazam a shot three Pokémon!!! Even if one of those deaths was my fault... That fight actually scared me, I was never threatened with losing a Nuzlocke on E4 before let alone a Pokémon by the Master!!! But luckily I got a Thunder Wave
off and the man was it helpful.2.) BengaProbably the smartest AI in all Pokémon, Benga is an animal!!! I honestly think they stole Pokémon setups from professional Pokémon players to create Black Tower and White Tree Hallow. I mean what CPU uses Quiver Dance!? Or Toxic Protect Stall, seriously everyone in the Black Tower uses
toxic protect stall, it's annoying and h*ll on top of that no potions!? I have actually never turned Benga on Normal mode, I had to switch to Easy Mode and still paint like crazy to beat him. I dread this upcoming fight in my Black 2 Extended Locke.Honorable MentionsJupiterSabrinaWinonaLanceGhetsis1.) AgeNow Age is a great champion,
you have to be if the player doesn't have to fight you to beat the game. But the bug master won't be really hard until he retires in B2W2. I know Benga is higher level, and you can't use objects against him, but it's location that really makes Age a murderer. Black Tower is very implied to be your first visit after beating the Elite Four, but
before you do you have to fight age. Iris is a push over! Seriously a fast Pokémon with an Ice move she's made. Benga is at least at a point where you expect hard coaches. Age is much harder and trollies like he has Pokémon with Giga Drain, Swords Dance, Iron Head, Super Power, Quiver Dance, and a Sliver Wind that gets statistics
upgrades an unrealistic number of times. Age swept 5 Pokémon makes it my deadliest fight I've turned into a Nuzlocke. And man was it emotional. I lost 5 very good Pokémon in seconds!!!!!! Age is an animal!!!! Well it was my Top 10 Hardest Pokemon Battles, which coach swept your team? Let me know in the comments below. Bye-bye
for so long!!! Pokémon games have always varied in difficulties, especially with the changes in the experience sharing to a shared experience item forming a usable individual element. The actual design of coaches and matches in the game often has little impact on difficulties. Instead, most matches are made more difficult through level
increases. However, some matches spread throughout the series are made difficult because of their inherent design. The difficulty with of these matches is so high that many Pokémon fans remember these matches with a mixture of awe and fear, especially a particularly threatening Miltank from Goldenrod City... 10 Brock Back today
without access to the internet, it was very unusual for players to actually know what moves Pokémon learned at each level on top of the type of benefits. Being the first Gym Leader also means that the Brock fight was probably completed by new players who did not know the difficulties of the type of benefits. Fighting Brock in Pokémon
Yellow with a Pikachu and another little rodent from Route 1 is incredibly difficult. Only a Nidorino double kick could reliably get players through this match, and most had no idea there was even an option. 9 Claire Dragon types were harder to handle back in the old days before Fairy types. In the Gen 2 games gold, silver and crystal, with
only a few ice types and only two evolutionary dragon-type evolutionary lines, players fighting Claire would need Pokémon able to handle and withstand serious damage. But generally powerful Dragon types were never Claire's problem. Instead, it was Claire's under the radar destroyer Kingdra. Kingdra's only weakness was other dragon-
type moves such as water and dragon type. And with only Dratini and Horsea, the players didn't have many options. On top of this, it knows heavy punches and smokescreen, so good luck hitting things; For those who manage, good luck surviving Kingdra's own crazy attack. 8 Whitney Anyone who played through Pokémon Crystal
remembers a match that brought a rage like no one else down on unsuspecting players in the third gym. That's right, Whitney, the normal gym leader. With a simple Clefairy and Miltank, Whitney took the players down on their knees. Clefairy's Metronome can mean life or death on the whim of fate. Miltank's Rollout, stab wound Stomp and
Milk Drink means that if trainers don't take out this power station quickly, they can expect a thorough thrashing. To top it all off, this is still early enough in the game that players don't have access to other revivals than what they find along the way, so a one-shot Rollout can be devastating. 7 May / Brendan In Pokémon Emerald, the player's
rival is not incredibly difficult, but for players hoping to speedrun the game, their third match can make or break a good time. For Emerald speedrunners, they need to get to this match with a level 18 Marshtomp. Unfortunately, this means a double weakness for their Grass-type, Grovyle. Moreover, they must use state-boosting elements to
ensure that Marshtomp will survive and win the battle, but the only way to do this is while fighting their Wingull. What makes this so difficult is that Wingull knows Supersonic and Growl, both of which can make it impossible for Marshtomp to defeat rivals Grovyle. Ultimately, it comes down to luck and what moves Wingull decides to use. 6
Red One of the hardest fights in a Pokémon game is the climactic battle at the end of Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver. Fighting the Reds is a surprising challenge that many players assume they are ready for before they spend time to really investigate this intense challenge. Red's team is such a threat because of the insanely high
level. With Pokémon between levels 80 and 90, trainers must paint (even after beating all kanto gyms) before they are ready to take on this tricky battle. 5 Cynthia In most Pokémon games, the master of the region is meant to be the game's hardest fight, with varying degrees of success. Well, Pokémon Platinum is a game that definitely
got this right. With a team not dedicated to any type, and the most powerful Pokémon of this generation in Garchomp, Lucario, Spiritomb and Togekiss, players really need to look at their backs. In addition, Cynthia's team is a very high level, with her Garchomp maxing out at level 78. Overall, her team is just really good. 4 Ghetsis Ghetsis'
fest in Pokémon Black and White is one of the most difficult team battles in the series. With a generally powerful team that uses real strategies, Ghetsis makes many players tremble. His Eelektross has no weaknesses, his Cofragigus effective stalls, his Seismitoad can only be stopped by Grass types, and his Bisharp can only be
countered by a solid Fighting type. The real kickers are his Hydreigon and his Bouffalant. The latter has incredibly powerful attacks and must be stopped quickly before it destroys an entire team, but Hydreigon is an absolute monster. With incredible speed and devastating type coverage, this evil dragon is sure to leave a bad taste in every
player's mouth. 3 Evice The last boss of the Pokémon Coliseum is one of the hardest fights in franchise history. With a jump of ten levels from the match that immediately precedes this boss battle, Evice is a bad man. In addition, his team absolutely beats. With a Scare Salamence, an almost indestructible Scizor, a Machamp with
Rockslide and earthquakes, and a Slaking and Slowking that makes a completely lethal combination with Skill Swap allowing beefy to attack every turn, Evice makes many trainers cry. Moreover, with an incredibly limited selection of Pokemon throughout the game, this fight is extremely tough. 2 Ardos &amp; Eldes These bad blue and red
brothers from Pokémon XD: Gale of Darkness are two of the hardest fights in the history of the series. Because they are about the same, they can only get lumped together. What makes them so difficult is how Shadow Pokémon work in this game. With enhanced Shadow-type moves that are super effective against all non-Shadow types
and layers of 4 Shadow Pokémon each, they really only make matches a living hell. And Of all, players are expected to catch their shadow Pokémon, which means they have to stop through super powerful attacks in the hope that they can survive just long enough to put them all away. Oh... but it gets worse ... 1 Greevil The latest boss
battle in Pokémon XD: Gale of Darkness is even harder than the two brothers before. With 6 Shadow Pokémon providing massive super effective damage against all non-Shadow types, trainers must maintain a team for a long time. Even worse is how trainers have to catch each of them before they can move on to the next Pokémon. On
top of that, three of Shadow Pokémon are the legendary birds, Articuno, Zapdos and Moltres. With very low catch speeds and devastating shading of their own, these three leave any coach who questions why they really need to catch-em-all. NEXT: 10 Behind the Scenes Facts about Pokémon Sword &amp; Shield development next 10
things that don't make sense of the Deadly Kombat Franchise related topics about author Alex Kaufman (33 articles published) more from Alex Kaufman Kaufman
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